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VIVACE SERIES 2005-2006
SIZE
Series size:     31 paintings
Dimensions   :  2 paintings measuring 64 in. H x 48 in. W

       162.56  cm.  H x 121.92 cm.  W
Framed: 65 in. H x 49 in. W

  165.1 cm. H x 124.46 cm. W

   2 paintings measuring 72 in. H x 36 in.W
          182.88  cm. H x  91.44 cm.  W

Framed: 73 in. H x 37 in. W
185.42  cm. H x 93.98 cm. W

   2 paintings measuring 78 in. H x 36 in. W
198.12 cm. H x  91.44 cm. W
Framed: 79 in. H x 37 in. W
200.66 cm. H x 93.98 cm. W.

   1 painting measuring 65.5 in. square
166.37 in. square
Framed: 66.5 in. square
168.91 cm. square

 24 paintings measuring 20 in. square
50.8 cm. square
Framed:  21 in. square

           53.34 cm. square
Framed in welded metal frames with black reveals

DESCRIPTION
Within the Vivace series are two parts. Part one contains the Vivace canvases in
the smaller size, measuring 20 inches square, unframed. Part two consists of
seven larger canvases, larger than human scale, called “Vivace Molto”.

In the “Vivace” series, the artist uses the basic compositional structure which has
existed in all her paintings to date. This structure, the orthogonal, is a 90 degree
angle. It was used as  a compositional device by many modernists and
contemporary artists as demonstrated in the paintings of Piet Mondrian, Ilya
Bolotowsky, or Agnes Martin. The grid is conceived by these modern and
contemporary abstract artists to be the most perfectly abstract of all
compositional devices. Jourdan Arpelle uses the orthogonal in a most unique



way. Her orthangonal is borrowed from the cross, a symbol which appears
throughout her oeuvre. This gathers meaning from the earliest written symbols.
To her, it is an abstraction of two meanings. The first meaning is the abstraction
of the human form. The second signifies an abstraction of thought and perception
where one conceives of the highest form of creation being, philosophically, that
which occurs when heaven and earth, spirit and matter meet. In the Vivace
Series, the artist has doubled and tripled her cross-like orthagonals to enrich the
compositions. The resulting canted grids define areas of black and white which
relate to her sculptural concepts. On this structural platform, color is imposed and
pushed to the edges. The purpose of the color is to create a second level of
vibration, a counterpoint to the strong rhythms of black and white. Each painting
is unique. The vibrational dance in the smaller works communicates across and
around the entire composition. In the “Vivace Molto”, the artist has defined each
canvas with a monochromatic arch that radiates vibration within the tight nuances
of the spectrum. The intricacy of these works of art is evident in the power of the
smallest areas of color, principally the colors chosen for the corners of each
painting. These small areas resonate to intensify neighboring colors. They are
the definitive point that arbitrates the dominance of what is often a power play
between two colors. This arbitrator has the ability to make peace, to allow the
composition to breathe, to enhance the work’s vibrancy; and, to empower the
painting to radiate with clarity and order.


